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Over the past feH yea1·s, CCD transversal filters have demonstrated
their ability to perform several signal
processing functions , The normal
method of fabricating these devices
involves the definition of the required
ll'eighting ftu1Ction in the electrode
s true tm·e . Thus the technique is only
applicable where (1) large volumes of a
pal'ticulal' filter ftmction are required
and (2) there is no operational requirement to change the filter ftutction,
There al'e many filtering applications
which are suited to CCDs but these
requirements are not fulfilled , This
device i s aimed at applications 1>'ith
band1ridths bel01; approximately 20 kHz
(e . g , Sona1·, Audio and Radal' range bin
processing) which fall into these categories, These applications do not
normally utilise the band1ddth available from CCDs and in this device this
band1ddth is traded for extemal
progranrnability, !Vi thin the performance limitations any fta1ction 1vhich
can be carried out Hith a transversal
filter can also be realised 1rith this
device ,

processor can conveniently be used
here to calculate the necessary
changes in Heighting coefficients
and thus make an adaptive filter ,
A CCD chip has been designed to
perform the delay and summation
ftmction . The R. O,H, and mulbply.i.ng DAC al'e readily available
at loH cost . This paper describes
the concept of the device and the
design of the CCD chip. At the
time of writing, h01;ever, experimental results 1vere not available ,
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INTRODUCTION

lvhere a fixed filter ftmc tion is

re~ uired

a CCD splir t fectrode transvcrsal fll'nr

o ff ers a lo1~ ;ROWer, l OW IVeigJ.!!, and? f
fife ~ft-"i tie_s ~~ge enot~b a ow
cost solution, Ho1vever, if (i) the quan'ti"ties do ti~ warrant the production of a
specialised mask set or (ii) there is an
operational requirement to change the filter ftmction the split electrode filter is
not suitable , Such applications can be
satisfied 1vith a CCD analogue correlator
structure using analogue multipliers . The
problems involved 1vith such a system
include:-

•I•

--~

(a) fotu' quadrant analogue multipliers must
be provided and these 1vill limit the
effective accm·acy of the weighting coefficients , The dissipation of the
multipliers 1vill also be significant,
(b) the on chip storage time for the
analogue reference chrumel 1vill be liJnited,
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Thus provision must b,.e. vt<\1!1) for some,Jitore
permrutent form of storage for the weighting coefficients and a system of peri"Qllll:
w~sh , Fli~er. conflgtu•ation ~oilsiderat1.ons apart, 1 t 1s often conven1en t to use
a DAO and store the coefficients in digital
form, either in a R,O,H, or as calculated
by a microprocessor as part of an adaptive
system,

0 /P

Fig , 1 Block diagram of conventional transversal filter

These problems are not ilt soluble , The
alternative presented here is based on the
fact that CCDs are well suited to:(a) series to parallel data stream conversion and
(b) merging of charge packets to perfonn
sununation,
2,

PRH"CIPLE OF OPERATION

Fig, 1 shows the transversal filter block
diagram as adopted by the split electrode
CCD filter, This system is described by :N

Vout

I:
n =

ans(t-[n-1]r)
1

where s(t) is the input signal and r is
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Fig, 2

the stage delay (clock period) . This
series realisation can be converted into
the parallel reali sation of Fig . 2 . This is
ftmctionally the same as Fig. 1 but, of
com·se, requires many more delay elements .
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For most filtering applications the reference is stationary or quasi-stationary.
This meru1s that the delay elements and
multipliers can be interchru1ged (Fig. 3).
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This system is again described by: N

Vout =

L

an

s (t - [ n -

1]

r )

n = 1

This scheme cran nOif be partitioned as shoHn
in Fig. 6. The CCD chip performs the
following function s :-

Fig. 3
This scheme is not very attractive since
it involves a large muuber of multipliers
and delay elements. The delay and sununation elements of Fig. 3 can, hOII'ever, be
rearranged (Fig. 4) to reduce the mm1ber of
delays without chru1gi.ng the f1mction
performed.
N multipliers are still required . HoHever,
for applications of modest ba.nd1ridth one
multiplier can effectively be multiplexed.
This cru1 be achieved (Fig. 5) by using a
CCD to transport the N outputs of the multiplier to the correct sunmation elements
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 5
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(a) serial to parallel conversion necessary
to multiplex the multiplier,
(b) slUnmation function (see Fig, 4),

thus advancing its contents by one stage,
(f) a new sample of the analogue i/p signal is taken by the sample and hold circuit
and :items (b) to (e) are repeated,

(c) delay ftmc tion (see Fig, 4) ,
The multiplier can be a multiplying DIC,
the digital port being fed with weighting
coefficients as stored in the ROM, A sample and hold circuit is necessary to hold
the input signal stationary l'lhilst it is
multiplied by all of the N coefficients,

R.O.M, 64 X 8

64 lc
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COD CHIP DESIGN

The chip has been designed for the tHolevel polysilicon gate N chrumel CCD
process l·;hich incorporates an auto aligned
ilnplanted barrier, Both surface chrumel
and bm•ied chrumel versions are being fabricated, Fig, 7 is a photograph of the
check films for the first level polysilicon
and metal layers, Across the top of the
chip can be seen the input serial register
and a second level polysilicon gate controls the transfer of charge from this
register to the stmnnation register, The
width of the stmunat:ion register varies
from five times to fifteen times the lvidth
of the illput register, This was chosen
after considering the different filter
functions which might be implemented with
the device and allowing for the use of a
background charge ill both registers,
Single phase clocking has been adopted for
both registers and on-chip circuitry has
been incorporated to generate the additional clock phases necessary for the CCD
illput and output functions, Thus the chip
requires tlu-ee externally applied clock
liaveforms i,e,

Fig, 6 Block diagram of Progranmable Filter
The chip- has been designed primarily for
filters of N = 64, The operational
sequence is as follows:(a) the sample and hold circuit san1ples
the input analogue signal and presents
this to the analogue port of the H,D,A,C,
(b) the 64 ,.,eighting coefficients (a1 to
%4) are read out of the ROH and presented
serially to the digital port of the
M,D,A,C,
(c) the CCD i/p register is clocked so as
to sample the 64 M,D,A.C, output products,
(d) the 64 products are transferred to the
summation CCD register,
(e) the sununation CCD is clocked once,
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(a) summation register at fc,
(b) input register at Nfc and
(c) parallel transfer clock at fc•
The chosen value of N is 64, so conceivably on-chip divider circuits could have
been incorporated to generate the sununation register clock and parallel transfer
clock from an applied clock for the illput
register, As will be seen later, chips
can be cascaded to make filters of length
greater than 64, thus changing the
required division ratio, For this reason
the slob' clocks lvere not generated on
chip, The serial input register requires
an input teclmique l.;hich has a linear voltage to charge conversion, because any
error here will have an effect similar to
lieighting coefficient error. Since the

Fig. 7 Chip Layout
operating frequency of 4 }fl-lz l-las regarded
as too high for the phase referred technique (Ref 1) to exhibit good linearity,
the fill
spill technique H-as chosen.
The gating circuitry sholm in Fig. 8 generates the fill and spill clock Hhich is
applied to the input diode, and a delayed
clock which is applied to the first stage
of the can. This arrangement is necessary to preserve the correct timing.
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Fig. 8 CCD Input Scheme

L

Fig. 9 shO'iS the timing of all the clock
,.,raveforms associated with the output of
the sturunation CCD register and the follow·ing sample-ru1d-hold circuit, and the
gating circuitry used to generate them.
The output buffer circuit is designed to
have good linearity as this is particularly
important when chips are cascaded. The
chip also incorporates several bias chains
in ordel' to f1rrther reduce the number of
peripheral components required to operate
the device.
Fig. 7 also shows an additional 64 stage
CCD to be on the chip. This is provided
for cascading purposes. By using this
delay as shmm in Fig.· 10, a 128 stage
filter Call be constructed, ru1d this principle can be extended to even longer
filters. The problem, of course, is that
as the filter is lengthened the available
bandwidth is reduced. Since the maximum
desi~ned frequency for the input serial
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filter function which is being implemented.
Let us consider the case of a lmv pass
filter. If lVe define gain as :c~!

n=N

I;

aus(t-[n-l]r)

s(t)Nn~l

.,
.,

Hhere s(t} is an input signal within the
passband, then a typical low· pass filter
might have G = -20 dB (this figure 1rill be
similar for a bandpass filter and somewhat
higher for a chirp Z convolution filter),
The envelope of products a11 s for -1 ( s ( +1
is shown by the shaded portion of Fig. lla,
In order to acconnnodate this, it must be
arranged that a half full 1vell in the input
register (sayq/2) corresponds to ans = 0.
Thus for the case of G = 0.1 the summed
charge output will vary from 0.45 Nq to
0.55 Nq as s varies .from -1 to +1 at a
frequency 1vithin the passband, This means
that the peak to peak range of the output
signal can only be 2..!1. (i,e, approx -15dB)
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Fig. 9 Output Scheme

register is 4 MHz, fc

=4

MHz i,e. 60, 30,
N

and 20 KHz for a 64, 128 and 192 stage
filter respectively, The cascading delay
line adopts the same output scheme as the
smnmation register (Fig. 9) and since it
operates at a relatively low clock fre-

quency the phase referred input technique
(Ref 1) has been used. The phasing of the
input has been arranged such that this
input can be connected directly to a stunmation register output,
4.

DYNAHIC RANGE

The output dynamic range available will
depend upon the gain of the particular
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of the total signal handling capability of
the swnmation CCD, Thus for a given dimension of s1mmtation register lVe have lost
15 dB of dynamic range. This loss is due
to the inputting of the tun wan ted I charge
represented by the dotted section of
Fig, lla,
This lrun/'anted' charge can be reduced as
follows. If a fixed profile, equal to the
modulus of the Heighting coefficients
(Fig. llb) is generated and added to the
a,,s products before they are inputted to
tlie CCD the ans envelope becomes as shmm
in Fig. llc. Clearly the bias can now be
adjusted to subtract the pedestal and lvith
it the tunwantedl charge. This crumot be
done completely since ll'e must retain some
backgro1md charge in the CCDs, but if 10%
background charge is used the above mentioned 15 dB loss can be reduced to a
6 dB loss. The addition of the fixed
profile (Fig, llb) 11ill, of colU'se, result
in a certain D.C. offset at the filter
output, and if the Heighting coefficients
are changed then this offset could chru1ge.
This does not usually present a problem,
The addition of this fixed profile does
not affect the filter function beb1g
performed,
This scheme is relatively simple to implement (see Fig, 12), The only additional
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Fig. 10 Cascading of progranunable filter chips
component required is a second H,D.A.C.
The weighting coefficients are already
available and their modulus can be obtained
by omitting the sign bit. Sunmation of
the outputs of the t\'i'O MDACs is also simple since }ID/Cs normally provide c{trrent
outputs.
5.

COICLUSIONS

System fw1ctions Hhich can be implemented
with the device include:(a) lo\V pass and bandpass frequency
filtering,

'"

(b) chirp Z filters for spectral analysis,
(c) correlation,
(d) adaptive filtering (including adaptive
equalisation).
The flexibility of the approach has created interest particularly in the sonar
field, \\'here many different filter ftmctions are required but only in small
quantities.
Fig. 11 Charge profile in CCD input register
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Fig, 12 System to achieve improved
dynamic range
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